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ABSTRACT
As part of ongoing research into primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) susceptibility of alloy
690 and its welds, SCC tests have been conducted on alloy 152/52 dissimilar metal (DM) welds with
cracks positioned with the goal to assess weld dilution and fusion line effects on SCC susceptibility. No
increased crack growth rate was found when evaluating a 20% Cr dilution zone in alloy 152M joined to
carbon steel (CS) that had not undergone a post-weld heat treatment (PWHT). However, high SCC crack
growth rates were observed when the crack reached the fusion line of that material where it propagated
both on the fusion line and in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of the carbon steel. Crack surface and crack
profile examinations of the specimen revealed that cracking in the weld region was transgranular (TG)
with weld grain boundaries not aligned with the geometric crack growth plane of the specimen. The
application of a typical pressure vessel PWHT on a second set of alloy 152/52 – carbon steel DM weld
specimens was found to eliminate the high SCC susceptibility in the fusion line and carbon steel HAZ
regions. PWSCC tests were also performed on alloy 152-304SS DM weld specimens. Constant K crack
growth rates did not exceed 5x10-9 mm/s in this material with post-test examinations revealing cracking
primarily on the fusion line and slightly into the 304SS HAZ.

Introduction
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) assessment of high-chromium alloy 690 and its alloy 152/52 weld metals
in PWR primary water has been under active investigation [1-14] in recent years. Part of this effort has
included studying the response of these materials in dissimilar metal (DM) weld mockups where there is a
potential for dilution zones, high fabrication-induced stresses/strains, and hardening that may increase
SCC susceptibility. Studies of DM weld dilution zone [15-23], fusion line [15,19,23], and heat affected
zone (HAZ) [15,19,23] SCC response have been subject of investigation for BWR reactor conditions.
The primary focus of these studies has been to assess the crack growth rate (CGR) as a crack grows
through the weld dilution zone, crosses the fusion line at a perpendicular angle and propagates into the
low alloy steel (LAS). The effect of dilution on SCC CGR in these studies utilizing alloy 182 has been
indeterminate which is not surprising because alloy 182 is an SCC-susceptible material, but cessation of
constant load crack growth has consistently occurred when the crack reaches the bulk LAS. Some studies
[15,19,23] have attempted to assess fusion line or LAS HAZ response of DM welds by positioning
specimens parallel to the fusion line. These studies have shown no accelerated SCC growth in these
regions that were made using prototypic fabrication methods that included a post weld heat treatment
(PWHT).
Alloy 152/52 is a much more SCC resistant material than alloy 182, and the possibility of increased
susceptibility in weld dilution or fusion line regions of DM welds is of greater concern. This paper
describes the primary water (PW) SCC response at or near the fusion line of three DM weldments (alloy
152/304SS, alloy 152M/carbon steel (CS) and alloy 52M/CS) where specimens have been aligned for
crack growth to occur parallel to the fusion line in either the weld dilution zone, on the fusion line, or in
the HAZ.
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Experimental
Material and Specimens
The fabrication and composition of the alloy 152/304SS U-groove weldment (made by MHI for
Kewaunee, supplied by EPRI) and the alloy 52M-CS V-groove weldment (provided by George Young of
KAPL) have both been described in some detail in previous publications [10,11] where the SCC response
of the weld metals was assessed. The alloy 152M/CS V-groove weld is identical in geometry to the alloy
52M/CS V-groove weld described in reference 11. However, manual welding was employed for the alloy
152M instead of automated welding for the alloy 52M. The compositions of these weld materials are
listed in Table 1, while the compositions of the 304SS and the A516 CS were not available. The alloy
152 U-groove weld was fabricated using buttering applied to the 304SS, but neither of the V-groove
welds were made with butter weld steps, and neither were give a post weld heat treatment (PWHT) that is
part of standard practice for nuclear reactor component joining of CS or low alloy steel (LAS) to nickelbase alloys [24].
Two alloy 152/304SS DM weld fusion line specimens (CT075 and CT076) were cut from blanks as
shown in Figure 1. After machining, the side grooves of the specimens were polished and etched to
reveal the fusion line region to confirm the target location and to provide information on the
microstructure that the crack would encounter (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Based on these side-groove
images, the geometric crack growth plane is very well aligned with the fusion line in both specimens.
Specimen #1 appears to be exactly on the fusion line while specimen #2 is in the 304SS at no more than
100-150 um from the fusion line.
Table 1. Composition of the alloy 152/52 used for the weldments. Values are in wt%.
Material - Source
Alloy 152 - MHI

Heat Numbers and Description
Filler and Butter: heat 307380
U-groove mock-up weld using 304SS plate
for Kewaunee reactor
Alloy 152M - KAPL Filler: heat WC83F8
V-groove weld, carbon steel and 316SS
plate, no butter used on the CS, no PWHT
applied to the CS
Alloy 52M - KAPL Filler: heat NX5285TK
V-groove weld, carbon steel and 316SS
plate, no butter used on the CS, no PWHT
applied to the CS

Weld Metal Composition
Ni-28.7Cr-9.1Fe-0.03C-3.6Mn0.33Si-0.15Al-0.12Ti-0.003S
Ni-30.2Cr-8.7Fe-<0.005C-3.0Mn0.22Si-<0.01Al-0.03Ti-1.18Nb
(mill test report)
Ni-30.0Cr-7.9Fe-0.014C-0.75Mn0.13Si-0.11Al-0.21Ti-0.81Nb+Ta
(mill test report)

Figure 1. Photograph showing the target orientation of the two alloy 152/304SS DM weld fusion line
specimens (CT075 and CT076).

Figure 2. Polished and etched side grooves of the MHI alloy 152/304SS DM weld fusion line specimen
#1 (CT075). Notch can be seen on the left edge of the optical image.

Figure 3. Polished and etched side grooves of the MHI alloy 152/304SS DM weld fusion line specimen
#2 (CT076). Notch can be seen on the left edge of the optical image.

Two alloy 52M/CS and two alloy 152M/CS weld specimens were machined and SCC tested. The target
SCC test region in the first pair of specimens (one alloy 52M and one alloy 152M) was the weld dilution
zone and the fusion line was the target for the second pair. Photos showing the orientation of the first
specimens relative to the weldments are shown in Figure 4, while higher magnification images of the
polished and etched side grooves are shown in Figure 5 for the alloy 52M (CT065) and Figure 6 for the
alloy 152M (CT066). Based on these images, the notch of the alloy 52M specimen was well positioned at
~0.5 mm offset from the fusion line in the weld metal. The notch in the alloy 152M specimen was
positioned somewhat further way - approximately 0.5-1.5 mm offset from the more undulating fusion line
of the manually joined weldment. Examination of the side-groove images (most easily seen in the images
of the alloy 52M), shows that the grain boundaries are at an ~60 degree angle to the geometric crack
growth plane. This is clearly not an optimal geometry for IGSCC testing, and other geometries were
considered such as aligning the specimens so that notch was in the alloy 152M or 52M and the crack was
aligned to grow towards the fusion line on a trajectory parallel to the weld grain boundaries. While this
produces the best possible alignment to the grain boundaries for IG cracking, assessment of the dilution
zone is limited to just that one region where the crack can grow. The orientation selected for this study
allows for a much greater amount of material to be tested, and the authors feel that if a dilution zone is
susceptible, IG cracking will occur even at this suboptimal orientation relative to the grain boundaries.
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Figure 4. Optical images showing the target location of the alloy 52M and alloy 152M dilution zone CT
specimens (CT065 and CT066).

Figure 5. Polished and etched side grooves of the alloy 52M/CS dilution zone specimen (CT065)
showing that the geometric crack growth plane is ~0.5 mm into the alloy 52M.

Figure 6. Polished and etched side grooves of the alloy 152M/CS dilution zone specimen (CT066)
showing that the geometric crack growth plane is ~0.5-1.5 mm into the alloy 152M.

The second pair of specimens was oriented to specifically target the fusion line and CS HAZ. The
specimens were again positioned parallel to the fusion line, but in this case, the goal was to line up the
geometric crack path with the fusion line or slightly into the CS. Figure 7 shows that geometric crack
path of the alloy 152M fusion line specimen (CT082) was very well aligned with the fusion line in side
groove A, while side-groove B was slightly further into the CS than was desired. Figure 8 shows that the
alloy 52M fusion line specimen (CT083) was very well aligned in both side grooves with the geometric
crack path starting exactly on the fusion line and drifting no more than ~0.4 mm into the CS.

Figure 7. Polished and etched side-grooves of the alloy 152M/CS fusion line specimen (CT082) showing
that the geometric crack growth plane is ~0.5-1 mm into the A516 CS.

Figure 8. Polished and etched side-grooves of the alloy 52M/CS fusion line specimen (CT083) showing
that the geometric crack growth plane starts on the fusion line and drifts ~0.4 mm into the A516 CS.

Test Setup and SCC Testing Approach
General performance aspects of the crack growth test systems are described in a previous paper [9].
Testing was performed with pairs of specimens loaded in series at 360°C in simulated PWR primary
water with 1000 ppm of boron and 2 ppm of lithium. The corrosion potential was held at the Ni/NiO
stability line (25 cc/kg H2 at 360°C), while the standard target stress intensity (K) value was 30 MPam.
Because of the series loading and because K is a function of crack length, K for the two specimens will
diverge if the specimens diverge in crack length. Since it is only possible to control the K of one
specimen at a time to the target value, K of the other specimen will either drift up if its growing much
faster than the control specimen, or K will drift down if its growing much slower.
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For materials such as alloy 690/152/52 that exhibit resistivity drift, a DCPD reference probe is attached to
the back of the specimen to measure resistivity change. This backface DCPD reference probe is slightly
affected by the crack length, and empirical correlations have been developed to use this reference signal
to subtract off material resistivity drift from the crack voltage signal. However, this empirical correlation
that was developed for a specimen with uniform resistivity does not provide the correct adjustment for bimetal specimens that have some resistivity difference, such as for the specimens for this study. Thus, no
resistivity correction was used for any of the results reported here. This can slightly upward bias the
DCPD-measured CGR, but the effect diminishes with time as the resistivity stabilizes. Based on prior
testing of thermally treated or mill annealed alloy 690, not using a reference DCPD correction results in
an ~4x10-9 mm/s overestimation of the CGR after ~1000 h and a ~2x10-9 mm/s upward bias after ~6000 h.
The strength of the resistivity effect is expected to be different for these bi-metal specimens.
Specimens were precracked in air followed by further extension in the high-temperature water
environment. After precracking, a variety of loading conditions were used to attempt to transition the TG
crack front to an IGSCC crack. The general approach was to transition by going to slower and slower
crack tip strain rates, typically by reducing the load cycling frequency. An R value of 0.5 was typically
used with either a symmetric or a sawtooth (e.g., rapid unload and slow reload) waveform and sometimes
combined a hold time (1-10 h). The general philosophy was to choose “gentle” cycling and cycle + hold
conditions that move the crack forward fast enough to encounter as many grain boundaries as possible
while still allowing IG propagation if that is a favored path. For these tests, the most common final
transitioning step before establishing constant K was a 980s/20s sawtooth cycle at R=0.5 with a hold time
of 2.5 h. If propagation rates during the final transitioning steps were low (indicating limited SCC
engagement across the crack front), additional cyclic and cycle + hold loading steps were often applied
before going to constant K.
A variety of phenomenon can affect the accuracy of DCPD-measured crack length. Both ligament
formation and crack wall contacts behind the crack front allow electric current to flow behind the crack
front, producing an artificially short crack length. An uneven crack front, whether slanted or having
many protrusions can also give a falsely low crack length and CGR. The degree to which these
phenomena affect crack length during a test cannot always be successfully understood and mitigated. The
most common means to attempt to detect and eliminate these phenomena is to apply a cyclic loading with
sufficient aggressiveness to break ligaments/contacts and/or straighten the crack front. When this is done
to an affected specimen, the DCPD-measured crack length will initially run much higher than the steady
state value for a given cyclic loading condition, and this is due to ligaments/contacts being broken or an
uneven crack front being straightened. Complete success in eliminating these affects is not guaranteed,
and it is necessary to perform a post-test examination of the crack to gain the most thorough
understanding of crack growth response. As a result of these phenomena, underestimation of the actual
crack length of the control specimen occurred in some tests resulting in the actual K value drifting upward.
All data shown are corrected for observed final crack length during post-test destructive examinations and
actual K values are noted in the CGR plots.

Results and Discussion
PWSCC Testing of the Alloy 152/304SS Fusion Line Specimens (CT075 and CT076)
An overview of the entire test on these two specimens is shown in Figure 9. As can be seen in the plot,
CT076 exhibited much higher CGRs during aggressive cycling at ~1700-1900 h and ~3000-3250 h. As a
result, the K value increased for CT076 during the test and slightly decreased for CT075. A total of four
constant K crack growth assessments were made in three separated microstructural regions that were
selected based on side-groove images (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The crack growth response for the second
constant K assessment is shown in Figure 10. Variations in hold time from 1 h to 10 h were applied

during the final transitioning steps in attempt to improve IG engagement, but it did not obviously affect
the constant K crack growth response with all measurements lying between 1.9 and 3.8x10-9 mm/s. When
considered on a per specimen basis, the constant K CGRs are suggestive of a very small dependency on
stress intensity. Application of gentle cycle+hold loading after constant K assessments did not produce
transient high CGRs that would be suggestive of ligament/contact formation or an uneven crack front
during constant K.
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Figure 9. Overview of the entire test on the two alloy 152/304SS fusion line specimens.
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Figure 10. Crack growth during the second constant K assessment of the alloy 152/304SS fusion line
specimens (CT075 and CT076).
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After SCC testing, the side grooves of the specimens were again photographed as shown in Figure 11 for
CT075 and Figure 12 for CT076 to document crack length and crack path. Cracking on the fusion line is
clearly evident in CT075 in the latter part of the test. With such good alignment to the fusion line, it is
unclear whether the crack has a preference to stay on the fusion line. Also notable is that the crack length
in side-groove A is ~3.0 mm while on in side-groove B, it is ~2.1 mm. The side-groove images of CT076
show that it reaches the fusion line part way through the test, but then continues to follow a straight path
back into the 304SS suggestive of no preference to stay on or near the fusion line. Crack length is
essentially identical on both sides of the specimen. The large crack opening for CT076 is due to the high
stress intensity later in the test.

Figure 11. Post-test optical images of the polished and etched side grooves for the first alloy 152/304SS
fusion line specimen (CT075). Approximate locations for the constant K or constant load exposures are
indicated by the arrows.

Figure 12. Post-test optical images of the polished and etched side grooves for the second alloy
152/304SS fusion line specimen (CT076). Approximate locations during constant K or constant load
exposures are indicated by the arrows.
Next, the specimen was sliced into an 8-mm thick piece and a 4-mm thick piece. The thicker piece was
fatigued open for crack growth surface examinations, while the thinner piece was used for crack profile
examinations. Images of the crack profile of CT075 and CT076 are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14,
respectively. The optical image of CT075 shows a highly branched precrack (first ~1.2 mm) driven
through the alloy 152 weld metal. In-situ testing begins in the alloy 152, and then the crack passes
through the fusion line and stays within 100-200 µm from the fusion line in the 304SS. The fact that the
crack did not remain on the fusion line suggests no strong preference for this region. The crack profile for
CT076 (SEM images in Figure 14) shows the crack growing in the 304SS until the final ~1.5 mm where it
meets the fusion line. Instead of following the fusion line, the crack appears to deflect back into the
304SS. When considering all the crack profile images together, there does appear to be a tendency for
cracking to take place in the 304SS instead of the alloy 152. SEM-EDS maps did not reveal strong
dilution effects in the alloy 152.
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Figure 13. Optical image of the interior crack profile of the alloy 152/304SS specimen #1 (CT075).

Figure 14. SEM secondary electron image and EDS images of the interior crack profile of the alloy
152/304SS specimen #2 (CT076).

Optical images of the crack surface for CT075 and CT076 are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16,
respectively. Notations are written on the images to show how the sides of the specimen correspond to
either the crack profile or the side grooves to allow comparison to those images. CT075 had a more
variable length crack with a minimum length of ~2 mm in this image and also a minimum length of ~2
mm as observed in side-groove B (Figure 11). Some evidence of limited crack extension into the alloy
152 weld metal was observed in CT075 and was confirmed by SEM. A key result from the optical and
SEM characterizations of crack growth surfaces is that no IG cracking was found. The fully TG crack
surface provides confirmation that the alloy 152/304SS weld fusion line is indeed resistant to IGSCC in
PWR primary water.

Figure 15. Optical image of the crack surface of alloy 152/304SS fusion line specimen #1 (CT075).

Figure 16. Optical image of the crack surface of alloy 152/304SS fusion line specimen #2 (CT076).
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PWSCC Testing of the Alloy 52M/152M-CS Dilution Zone Specimens (CT065 and CT066)
An overview crack growth plot of the entire test on these two specimens is shown in Figure 17. These
two specimens behaved quite similarly during the first transitioning and constant K assessment, and
constant K CGRs were found to be very low at ~3x10 -9 mm/s. However during the second transitioning
sequence, the alloy 152M-CS specimen began exhibiting higher and higher cyclic crack growth rates, and
as more gentle load cycling conditions were applied, this response persisted while the alloy 52M-CS
specimen continued to exhibit low CGRs. For the second SCC CGR evaluation, constant load was used
instead of constant K. As shown in Figure 18, the alloy 152M-CS specimen CT066 initially showed a
low CGR of ~3x10-9 mm/s, but the CGR evolved with time reaching ~2x10-6 mm/s after ~1200 h at
constant load. The test was ended at this point to examine the specimens.
Because of the differing response between the two specimens and the desire to analyze for weld dilution,
the decision was made to section half of each specimen into five crack profile slices, and then fatigue
open the other half of the specimen as depicted in Figure 19. The side grooves of the specimen were also
examined. Specimen characterizations focused first on the alloy 52M-CS specimen (CT065) that
exhibited consistently low CGRs throughout the test. Initial observations of the side grooves (Figure 20)
revealed that the crack followed a straight trajectory staying within the alloy 52M at a distance of no more
than ~0.5 mm away from the fusion line. SEM-EDS observations of the crack profile in Figure 21
confirmed this trajectory and also showed that the crack did not sample any regions of significant dilution
during SCC testing. In particular, the locations of constant K observations are noted. Other crack profile
observations showed a similar lack of dilution in the region of SCC testing. Crack surface observations
revealed entirely TG crack growth that was not surprising due the lack of dilution and the ~60 degree
misorientation between the geometric crack path and the weld grain boundaries.
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Figure 17. Overview of the entire SCC test on the alloy 52M/152M-CS dilution zone specimens (CT065
and CT066).
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Figure 18. Crack growth of the alloy 52M/152M-CS dilution zone specimens CT065 and CT066 during
the second SCC assessment.

Figure 19. Post-test specimen sectioning plan for the alloy 52M/152M-CS dilution zone specimens.
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Figure 20. SEM-BSE images of the side grooves for the alloy 52M-CS dilution zone specimen (CT065)
after SCC testing.

Figure 21. SEM-EDS Fe map of the alloy 52M-CS dilution zone specimen (CT065) crack profile slice #5
showing composition in the region around the crack. Weld metal regions of Fe enrichment and Cr
depletion were crossed during air precracking, but constant K assessments were performed in regions
where compositions were close to the alloy 52M weld metal.

Examination of the alloy 152M-CS dilution zone specimen also started with side-groove examinations,
however the length of the crack in the side grooves was much shorter than the DCPD crack length
indicating that not all the crack was visible in the side grooves. Therefore, characterizations focused on
the crack profile and crack-growth surface. The SEM-BSE image of the inner-most slice (slice #5) of the
alloy 152M-CS specimen in Figure 22 and the corresponding SEM-EDS Fe map in Figure 23 provide a
good representation of what microstructures the crack encountered during testing. During the first
transitioning and constant K observation, the crack was entirely within the alloy 152M weld metal, and as
shown in the EDS map, the crack encountered a region of significant dilution (single pass region shows
Cr depletion to ~20 wt% and Fe enrichment to ~40 wt%) during the first constant K assessment. The
step-like crack path during the first transitioning suggests some preference for crack growth parallel to the
long grain boundaries, however higher resolution images of this slice, the other slices (Figure 24) and the
crack growth surface (Figure 25) revealed that the crack was predominately TG during constant K SCC
testing in the ~20 wt% Cr dilution zone.

Figure 22. SEM-BSE image of the inner most slice (#5) cut from the alloy 152M-CS dilution zone
specimen (CT066).

Figure 23. Corresponding SEM-EDS Fe-K map for the SEM-BSE image in Figure 22 of the alloy 152MCS specimen (CT066). Locations of constant K or constant load evaluations are indicated by the arrows.
Disclaimer: The work reported in this paper was supported by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
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Figure 24. SEM-BSE images of slice #2 and slice #3 from the alloy 152M-CS DZ specimen. The crack
can be seen to intersect and remain on the fusion line for a short distance in both of these slices.

During the second transitioning sequence, the crack continued on a downward trajectory that it had started
during the first transitioning sequence and eventually reached the fusion line. Comparison of the crack
growth plot to the crack profile and crack surface images indicated that the very high crack growth rates
happened after the crack reached the fusion line and then grew partly on the fusion line and partly in the
CS HAZ. Subsequent EBSD examinations of slice #5 (Figure 26) showed that the CS has an extremely
fine grain size in the immediate vicinity of the fusion line, while microhardness measurements (Figure 27)
showed correspondingly high Vickers hardness ranging from 200-300 kg/mm2 in this ~1 mm wide zone
along the fusion line. This fine grain, high hardness region was due to a martensitic transformation that
occurred during the welding process. In a typical nuclear reactor pressure boundary component that is
fabricated by a DM weld involving carbon or low alloy steel, the steel is first buttered and then given a
PWHT that tempers the martensite and reduces its strength.

Figure 25. Optical image of a ~6 mm width of the crack growth surface for the alloy 152M-CS specimen
CT066. A reconstruction of the other half of the specimen is included based on crack profile exams.

Figure 26. EBSD analysis of the alloy 152M-CS specimen CT066 in the region of the fusion line.
Disclaimer: The work reported in this paper was supported by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
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Figure 27. Microhardness map overlay onto a section of the alloy 152-CS specimen CT066 slice #5.
PWSCC Testing of the Alloy 52M/152M-CS Fusion Line Specimens (CT082 and CT083)
A second set of specimens was machined and tested to assess SCC susceptibility of the fusion line and CS
HAZ region including the influence of a PWHT. As shown in the overview plot in Figure 28, the first
portion of the test was run with the materials in the as-welded condition. Constant K testing in simulated
PWR primary water at ~30 MPam produced a ~7x10-9 mm/s CGR for the alloy 52M-CS fusion line
specimen (CT083) but only ~2x10-9 mm/s CGR for the alloy 152M-CS fusion line specimen (CT082).
Increasing the stress intensity by a dK/da sequence and then retransitioning to constant K at 36-40
MPam resulted in a ~10x CGR increase to ~6x10-8 mm/s for the alloy 52M-CS fusion line specimen, but
did not affect the CGR of the alloy 152M-CS fusion line specimen (Figure 29). Having produced a CGR
in the alloy 52M-CS fusion line specimen that was similar to the first test on these V-groove welds, the
test was stopped, and the specimens were removed and given a prototypic PWHT of 621°C for 10 hours
followed by air cooling. The specimens were reloaded into the autoclave and testing was resumed. After
~200 µm of crack extension during transitioning, constant K conditions were established resulting in
~2x10-9 mm/s CGRs for both specimens. Cycle + hold loading was restarted to move the crack forward
and test for ligament formation. Steady growth was observed over ~100 µm, and the test was converted
to constant K for the last time. Low CGRs were again observed over a period of ~800 h as documented in
Figure 30. The test was ended and the specimens were sliced up and fatigued open for examinations.
The collage of optical images in Figure 31, suggest that the alloy 152M-CS fusion line specimen (CT082)
exhibited low crack growth because the geometric crack growth plane was not well aligned with the
fusion line. On side-groove side B of the specimen, the fusion line was in the CS, but a considerable
distance from the fusion line (~1 mm). On side A, the crack grew primarily in the alloy 152M until
reaching the fusion at the very end of the test. The optical image collage of the alloy 52M-CS fusion line
specimen (CT083) in Figure 32 reveals that cracking was well aligned with the fusion line and significant
growth occurred either on the fusion line or in the CS HAZ region both before and after the PWHT.
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Figure 28. Overview crack growth plot of the entire test on the alloy 152M/52M-CS fusion line
specimens (CT082 and CT083).
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Figure 29. Constant K crack growth response at 36-40 MPam of the alloy 152M/52M-CS fusion line
specimens before application of a prototypic PWHT.
Disclaimer: The work reported in this paper was supported by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
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Figure 30. Constant K crack growth response at 36-40 MPam of the alloy 152M/52M-CS fusion line
specimens after application of a prototypic PWHT.

Figure 31. Collage of optical images of the cracking in the alloy 152M-CS specimen (CT082) revealing
cracking primarily in the alloy 152M.

Figure 32. Collage of optical images of the cracking in the alloy 52M-CS specimen (CT083) revealing
cracking either in the CS HAZ or on the fusion line.

SEM imaging and microhardness measurements were performed on the crack profile slices of the DM
weld fusion line specimens CT082 and CT083 (after the PWHT). They confirmed that the PWHT
modifies the CS HAZ microstructure as illustrated in Figure 33 and Figure 34. The alloy 152M-CS
specimen CT082 exhibited a significant localized increase in the CS grain size along the fusion line when
compared to the non-heat treated CT066 specimen (Figure 26). Hardness mapping on the CT082
specimen revealed a decreased CS hardness (150-170 kg/mm2) near the fusion line, much lower than
before the PWHT (200-300 kg/mm2). This change in hardness is spatially consistent with the
microstructural features and suggests that the reduction in HAZ SCC susceptibility was due to this
hardness reduction.
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Figure 33. Collage of SEM images comparing microstructural differences between the PWHT A152MCS CT082 specimen and the non-heat treated CT066 specimen. The heat-treated sample showed a banded
region where a significant increase in grain size is visible along the fusion line. Further from the fusion
line (>0.25mm) the structure transitions to a finer grain size similar to that seen in CT066. Bulk CS
appearance begins at a distance of  1 mm from the fusion line.

microhardness
plot overlay

Figure 34. SEM image of weld metal and HAZ (top left) with overlaid hardness contour plot (top right)
of the alloy 152M-CS fusion line specimen (CT082). The PWHT had a significant effect on the
measured hardness near the HAZ. The lowest measured hardness values are seen in the banded large
grain region in the CS.

Summary
PWSCC testing was performed on three DM welds in the region of the fusion line between alloy 152,
152M or 52M weld metal and either 304SS or CS. Low constant K SCC CGRs of <5x10 -9 mm/s were
observed during testing on the fusion line of the alloy 152/304SS mockup. The crack growth path in the
specimens suggested a preference for crack propagation in the 304SS HAZ. In the as-welded condition
without a prototypic PWHT, laboratory-fabricated alloy 152M/52M-CS welds exhibited high constant K
SCC CGRs ranging from ~7x10-8 mm/s at 40 MPam to 2x10-6 mm/s at 53 MPam when the crack path
was either on the fusion line or in the CS HAZ. Application of a prototypic PWHT to these materials
eliminated the high susceptibility suggesting that the high CGRs were due to substantial hardening in the
CS HAZ as a result of a martensitic transformation during the welding process. Finally, PWSCC testing
was also performed in the dilution zone region of these alloy 152M/52M-CS DM weldments. When
dilution down to ~20 wt% Cr was encountered in weld metal near the fusion line of the alloy 152M-CS
specimen, crack growth rates did not increase, and there was no tendency for the crack to prefer an IG
path. While these tests suggest good PWSCC resistance in materials that are fabricated following
acceptable procedures, further testing is recommended to better understand the possible range of
susceptibility in DM weld fusion line regions.
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